
Two partners A,B agree to divide 30% of total profit equally between them and the balance in the ratio 3:4.
If total profit is Rs.30,000 find A's share of profit



If the angles of a triangle are in the ratio 3:8:9, then their respective degree measures are__________





The price at which an article is manufactured or purchased is called as cost price(CP)  and at which it is
sold is called as selling price (SP)

If sales is more than the cost the difference between SP and CP is Profit (P)
If Sales is less than the cost then difference between CP and SP is Loss (L)

i.e., Profit=SP-CP,  SP>CP
       Loss=CP-SP, CP>SP

Profit% and Loss% are calculated on Cost Price.

If SP=CP, then there is no profit ,no loss and this case is called as BREAK - EVEN POINT



A TV was bought by Mr.X for Rs.5600and after 6 months he sold it for Rs.5000. Find his percentage loss



A trader bought 3 tables for Rs.800 each and sold them to 3 different customers for Rs.950, Rs.1000 and 
Rs.750 respectively. Find his total loss/profit and percentage loss/profit.





Mr. X sold a computer at Rs.16500 with 20% profit. Find cost price of the computer.



Mr.X bought a car at Rs. 2,20,000 and after 2 years he sold it with 15%loss. What was the selling price
of the car?



A printer is sold by a shopkeeper for Rs.6000 by making a profit of 20%. What would be his percentage
profit/loss if he would have sold it for Rs.5000?



Mr.X sold his old scooter with 18% profit at Rs18000. What would be the percent profit/loss if he would
have sold it for Rs.16000



By selling CD's at Rs.120 each a trader made 10% profit. What should be the selling price if he wants to
earn 15% profit?





A shopkeeper had a stock of 300 designer sarees with total cost of Rs.6,00,000. He sold 1/3 rd of them at 
Rs.4000 each. He sold half of the remaining sarees at Rs. 3000 each and the remaing at Rs.2000 each. Find
his total and percentage profit.



When a study table was sold at 22% profit, the carpenter received Rs.840 more than what he could have got
when sold at 15% profit. Find cost price of the study table.



When a dining table was sold at 10% profit, the carpenter got Rs.450 less than what he could have got when
sold at 15% profit. Find cost price of the dining table



A manufacturer sold an article with 20% profit to a middleman who then sold it to a trader with 10% profit.
Afterwards the trader sold it to a customer with 15% profit. If the difference between the amount at which
the customer got the article and the manufacturing cost is Rs.12,950 find its manufacturing cost



A manufacturer sold an article with 12%profit to a trader and the trader sold it to a customer with 18%
profit. If the difference between the amount at which the customer got the article and the manufacturing
cost is Rs.4824, find cost price of the article for the manufacturer.


